Covid-19 Club Policy
Scottish Green Road Club have implemented the following policy guidance to ensure that members
can safely enjoy a club event observing social distancing in line with Scottish and UK government
guidance. Club activity allows members to enjoy a day out driving their own vehicle in the Scottish
countryside with only limited time spend outside their own vehicle. Every member and attendee of
a club event remains responsible for his or her own safety and the safety of those around them.
Members must at all times observe the guidance put in place by the Scottish & UK governments.
General Guidance and Principles:
-

Passengers of a vehicle may only be from the same family or social bubble.
Observe 2-meter Social Distancing when outside their vehicle for any reason or when
speaking with a member out with their family or social bubble.
All members and passengers must carry a suitable face covering, alcohol wipes and gloves at
all times and these shall be worn should there be a situation where the 2 meter rule can’t be
fully observed.
Marshals and Club First Aiders will maintain social distancing when giving support to a
member in the form of First Aid, vehicle breakdown or incident. Where social distancing can’t
be maintained they shall wear a Face Mask, Face Shield and Gloves as required to support
the member, they shall use 70% alcohol gel wipes on all contact surfaces and hands
afterwards.

Sign On & Drivers Briefing:
-

Online only sign on by members in advance of start time, via club EventBrite app. No
member will need to leave their vehicle to sign on upon arrival.
A detailed drivers briefing will be provided to members electronically in advance of start time.
Any changes or information that needs to be passed to members during the day will be done
so via club radios and CB.
Should a Marshal have to deliver information face to face this will be done observing the 2meter rule and wearing relevant PPE only where social distancing can’t be maintained.

Lunch and Other Stops:
-

Members who wish to get out there vehicles at lunch or photo stops may do so provided
they can observing the 2-meter rule, and provided they carry PPE to be used as required.
Marshals will ensure any stops have sufficient space around vehicles to promote appropriate
social distancing.

Let’s enjoy a safe club day out, after all it’s good for our mental health and a welcome distraction in
the currently challenging times. Keep yourself and others safe!
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